ARIZONA
While we were still in exile, anxiously waiting first at Phoenix and then
at La Jolla for the legal Yakamashii to finally clear away from Tafiesin,
the unit-block system I had first used in Hollywood in 1920, with my help,
had built another building: the Arizona Biltmore, A million-dollar fashion-
able resort hotel near Phoenix, Arizona.
This project was promoted by Charles and Warren McArthur and then-
brother Albert, who was one of my boys in the old Oak Park Workshop.
Albert was accordingly commissioned to build this building. Albert—rich
man's son—at this psychological moment of my exile and unemployment
appealed to me to help him establish the block system as the construction
of this project. Wanderer, now, myself, although no longer 'fugitive from
justice', I gladly turned into quarters at Phoenix and worked some nine
months during a characteristic Phoenix summer (118° in the shade) to
help Albert establish the thing we wanted to do. I was to remain behind
the scenes and glad to do so. The building was finally built, but meanwhile
Albert encountered the inevitable opposition to the unusual in design and
the new in construction; he was totally unable to stem the co-lateral tides
of suggested changes engineers proposed in my building technique. Soon
the system was robbed of any economic value whatever. When they had
left off their services the unique block system was standing as a novel and
beautiful outside only for a most expensive and unintelligent engineer's
beam and wall construction; whereas great structural economy was first
and foremost an integral feature of the system itself it was now a beau-
tiful extravagance. Had it been naturally allowed to work with its own
integrity, several hundred thousand dollars would have been saved in the
cost of building. But the cost of the building seemed nothing in the cir-
cumstances.
Having then no authority myself beyond bullying Albert, making un-
official threats and suggestions behind the scenes, I was powerless to pre-
vent this tragic waste or the addition of a fourth storey to the building
although I conducted many tests to prove our case and all were more than
merely successful. But such figures as the engineers could use could not
be used in this case. In the building of the hotel cottages later, however,
the details of the original scheme were better followed with somewhat
better results of course. There should have been more of these and no
fourth storey.
But the story of this building—the Arizona Biltmore—Albert should
himself tell someday. It would be a valuable warning to young architects
and a reward, maybe. I don't know* But he is too near to it yet, too person-
ally involved in its various equivocal implications, meum and tuuro, to
tell it straight, even to himself probably, for another twenty years at least.
Meanwhile, during this debacle we had the salvage of reunion at
Phoenix, with the McArthurs—old friends of my family—the mother and
her three sons afl living in a group of charming homes near the Country-
dubj built by Albert. Mother McArrtmr's hospitality made our exile much
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